Smoke and mirrors: The overnight abstinence paradigm as an index of disrupted cognitive function.
Smoking abstinence is known to cause decrements in cognition, but the effects are small and variable. One way to reduce variance may be to aggregate measures or visits. Although trait-like individual differences in smoking abstinence effects on cognition are theorized to predict relapse, the test-retest reliability (TRR) assumed in trait models has not been evaluated. The objectives of this study were to assess the value of aggregating measures to determine effect sizes (ESs) of smoking versus abstinence on measures of cognition and to assess the short-term TRR of abstinence effects on cognition. Thirty adult smokers completed the typical overnight abstinence paradigm twice; each visit pair consisted of one smoking visit and one abstinent visit. Measures of attention, working memory, and inhibitory control were obtained in each visit. There were small to medium ESs for smoking abstinence on individual cognitive measures during the first abstinence experience ("visit pair"). Aggregating the measures within the visit pair and across visit pairs additively increased the ES of smoking versus abstinence. Although TRRs were acceptable between smoking visits and between abstinent visits, TRRs for abstinence effects (smoking vs. abstinent visit differences) on cognition were consistently weak. The ability of the typical overnight abstinence paradigm to reflect disrupted cognition at the group level can be substantially improved by aggregating across cognitive outcomes and/or multiple study visits. However, the patterns of poor TRR of smoking-abstinence differences in cognition caution against their use as trait-like markers in studies of relapse or treatment response.